
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of software lead.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software lead

Assist in all necessary phases of a project implementation, including
functional requirements, technical design, development, unit testing and user
acceptance testing as we build the CUAS application on a new technology
stack
Provide team leadership for a small group of engineers plus technical
leadership oversight for CUAS applications
Collaborate with technologists across the organization to build service
integrations
Ensure consistency with Tax & Accounting architectural guiding principles for
CUAS
Develop and mentor less senior members of the technology team
Be a thought leader and influencer in development best practices, which
include security, infrastructure and automation
Effectively contribute to designs and implement major feature enhancements
and architectural redesigns
Experience working with Agile, Lean and/or Continuous Delivery approaches
and best practices
Work collaboratively and effectively on team projects
Collaborate with product managers to ensure that implementations align
tightly with functional specifications

Qualifications for software lead

Example of Software Lead Job Description
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You are a software generalist that is familiar with numerous modern
frameworks
You are proficient in a set of client-side and server-side languages (ie
You have a professional application management approach to continuous
integration, testing, and pushing builds to various staging and production
environments
You have a great eye for design, an appetite to build ambitious products and
an ability to prioritize in order to deliver on time
You can work with the product development team to add meaningful feature
sets over time to the overall WAZER solution
You have engineering team leadership experience while remaining in a code
contributor role


